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Summary
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Greenidge is a US-based Bitcoin miner with a large debt load
and a rough outlook.

The company has been selling off assets and has shifted from
a fully integrated model to a hybrid mining operation with
hosting services.

I would not personally touch the common stock, but the senior
notes are a bit more interesting.
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Brief Introduction

LightFieldStudios

Greenidge Generation Holdings (NASDAQ:GREE)
(NASDAQ:GREEL) is a US-based Bitcoin (BTC-USD) mining
operator that is trying to dig out of a fairly large debt hole. In recent
weeks, the company has provided its full year 2022 performance,
preliminary Q1 2023 numbers, and announced a partnership with
Core Scientific (OTCPK:CORZQ). In this article, we'll look at recent
updates and try to assess whether this is a miner that can survive
crypto winter.

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/GREE?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/GREEL?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/BTC-USD?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/CORZQ?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
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Greenidge has historically operated a vertically integrated mining
facility in New York and a second facility in South Carolina that
utilizes a power purchase agreement with a third party. Crypto
winter hit this one hard and the company has been trying to sell off
assets in an attempt to pay down debt. In addition to asset
liquidations, there has been a debt restructuring plan that has taken
place over the last several months.

This debt restructuring has forced GREE to adapt its business
model a bit from a vertically integrated operation to one with more
of a hybrid model. Greenidge has both a self-mining operation and
now a hosting business.

Data by YCharts
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At a market cap of just $27.3 million, the company has a seen its
valuation decline below other distressed miners like Sphere 3D
(ANY) and BIT Mining Ltd (BTCM).

https://ycharts.com/
https://seekingalpha.com/mp/1406-blockchain-reaction/articles/5846070-sphere-3d-corp-losing-a-race-against-time?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/ANY?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/BTCM?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
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Debt Restructuring
At the end of 2022, Greenidge had $211 million in total liabilities.

GREE Total Liabilities (Seeking Alpha)

While that figure had come down from a high of $233 million at the
end of June 2022, but there was a larger decline in the company's
total assets from $343 million at the end of June to just $164 million
at year end.

GREE Total Assets (Seeking Alpha)

The company is clearly distressed and has taken several recent
steps to reduce debt and raise cash. In recent months, GREE has
announced restructurings with NYDIG and B. Riley (RILY) that
reduces their obligations with each of those lenders:

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2023/5/2/50832021-1683038314933919_origin.png
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2023/5/2/50832021-16830385311926954_origin.png
https://seekingalpha.com/news/3929894-greenidge-generation-restructures-11m-of-debt-owed-to-b-riley?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
https://seekingalpha.com/news/3918960-greenidge-generation-to-restructure-75m-of-debt-in-deal-with-nydig?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
https://seekingalpha.com/news/3929894-greenidge-generation-restructures-11m-of-debt-owed-to-b-riley?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
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These agreements have effectively reduced our secured debt
balances with these lenders from approximately $87 million to
approximately $26 million and have the strong potential to allow
us to further reduce our debt.

For B Riley, Greenidge has reduced a promissory note obligation
from $11 million down to $9 million. The key detail here is how the
payment schedule has been modified. Greenidge doesn't have to
start paying back that loan until June of this year. However, if it
pays down $6 million in principal before June 20th, it will see a
reduction in monthly payments from $1.5 million to just $400k.

Pertaining to NYDIG, that restructuring resulted in Greenidge
transferring the majority of its mining machine ownership to NYDIG.
Those machines have a potential mining capacity of 2.8 EH/s and
are now operated by Greenidge through a hosting agreement with
NYDIG.

Beyond debt restructuring, the company is also trying to sell assets
to raise capital. In January it brought in $2.6 million from the sale of
assets owned by support.com, a Greenidge-owned subsidiary. That
business also appears to be in trouble after the company disclosed
that support.com's largest customer did not renew its contract at the
end of 2022.

Additionally, Greenidge owns land that it does not need for mining
operations at its South Carolina facility and is actively trying to sell
it. If the company can successfully liquidate that asset, the
proceeds go straight to B. Riley per the restructuring agreement:
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Preliminary Q1 Performance

The Company estimates that it would repay approximately $6 to
$7 million of the Promissory Note if it were to complete a sale of
the excess real estate

According to the company's preliminary Q1 results, these moves
have helped bolster Greenidge's balance sheet. At the end of
March, GREE has $17 million in cash - up from $15.2 million at the
end of Q4-22. Greenidge also cites just $97 million in debt still
outstanding and an $8 to $9 million net loss for the quarter.

Revenue is stated to be $15 million and broken out by three
segments. Of the full quarter performance, $7 million came from
hosting services, $6 million came from self-mining, and $2 million
was power and capacity revenue. Given the 285 BTC mined during
the period, the simple math indicates Greenidge achieved an
average Bitcoin selling price of a little over $21k in the quarter.

https://seekingalpha.com/news/3958822-greenidge-generation-says-preliminary-q1-revenue-is-15m?hasComeFromMpArticle=true&source=content_type%253Areact%257Csection%253Amain_content%257Cbutton%253Abody_link
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Data by YCharts

Given Bitcoin's price history, it would appear most of these sales
came in the first half of Q1. I believe this indicates fairly limited
revenue upside for Greenidge if the BTC price continues higher but
it could possibly insulate the company somewhat well if BTC
declines.

However, last week Greenidge announced an additional agreement
for hosting. This one sees Greenidge as the buyer rather than the
seller of capacity. Through the one year agreement, approximately
1 EH/s of mining capacity from Greenidge-owned machines will be
hosted by Core Scientific.

It's not clear exactly how much revenue this mining capacity will
generate for Greenidge, but if we assume efficiency numbers that
are similar to what we saw from the preliminary Q1 results, I think
we can reasonably expect 90-95 BTC per EH/s each month.

https://ycharts.com/
https://greenidge.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/GREE-Core-Scientific-Announcement-4.27.23.pdf
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"No" On The Common, "Maybe" on the Senior
Notes

BTC Price $25,000 $27,500 $30,000 $32,500 $35,000

Self-Mined
Rev/Qtr

$6,750,000 $7,425,000 $8,100,000 $8,775,000 $9,450,000

Source: Author Calculations at 90 BTC per EH/s

That could provide Greenidge anywhere from $6.8 to $9.5 million in
monthly revenue from that hosted exahash at Core. However, it is
important to mention that Greenidge did say there is a proceed
sharing component to the agreement and this recent initiative will
add $7 million in incremental profitability annually.

Part of the plan in debt restructuring has resulted in common share
issuance. B. Riley received 1.3 million in early February. Between
October 1st, 2022 and March 30th 2023, more than 16.3 million
shares were created:
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Data by YCharts

This increased the total shares of the GREE common stock
outstanding by 34% from the end of Q3-22. In the event that the
company fails, the common is going to get wiped out. In the event
the company succeeds in digging out of its debt burden, the
common could also get wiped out through dilution. There is
possibly a better play here if you want to bet on Greenidge coming
out of crypto winter alive, at that's the senior note shares:

GREEL (Seeking Alpha)

https://ycharts.com/
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2023/5/2/50832021-16830424266587481_origin.png
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Summary

Back in 2021, Greenidge sold $72.2 million of 8.50% senior notes
due October 2026 and those notes trade under the ticker symbol
GREEL. Given the market expectation of a Greenidge bankruptcy,
those senior notes traded all the way below $1 in December. The
recovery in those shares year to date had been impressive as the
notes are now trading at $5.25 as of article submission. While that's
still almost 80% below par and very indicative of a market that
understands what Greenidge is up against, the $0.531 quarterly
payment might be attractive to yield seekers with a high threshold
for volatility.

I think the risks in this name are entirely apparent at this point. That
said, Greenidge appears to be doing everything it can to dig out of
the hole that it is in. It's a good sign that the company's lenders
seem willing and able to work with Greenidge. I don't personally
have exposure to this company, but if one wants to wager on its
survival, the senior note shares are actually pretty interesting.

Editor's Note: This article covers one or more microcap stocks.
Please be aware of the risks associated with these stocks.
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Analyst’s Disclosure: I/we have a beneficial long position in the shares of BTC-USD either through
stock ownership, options, or other derivatives. I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own
opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it (other than from Seeking Alpha). I have no business
relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article. 

I'm not an investment advisor.

Seeking Alpha's Disclosure: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. No
recommendation or advice is being given as to whether any investment is suitable for a particular
investor. Any views or opinions expressed above may not reflect those of Seeking Alpha as a whole.
Seeking Alpha is not a licensed securities dealer, broker or US investment adviser or investment
bank. Our analysts are third party authors that include both professional investors and individual
investors who may not be licensed or certified by any institute or regulatory body.
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WD216 Today, 6:15 AM

Comments (1.05K)

Check a few years ago when they merged with Support.com. It had fraud written all
over it. They basically drove the stock down from $120 to $50 in one months time.
That is if you look at the market price at the exact time of the Support agreement. Even
if you just look at GREE, they were selling for $43 a year and a half ago and now they
are 45 cents. That is beyond horrendous management, it could be criminal.

Like

Tigerbond Today, 6:54 AM

Comments (919)

@WD216 "They basically drove the stock down from $120 to $50 in one
months time."

The "they" you're referring to were the traders who sold after the short
squeeze and locked in big profits (not including company insiders/Atlas, who
either couldn't sell or astonishingly chose not to). Traders involved in the
squeeze who didn't sell probably learned a tough lesson or two about the
importance of having a stop loss.

The second move ($43 to 43 cents) was the death-spiral of the miners who
chose to massively debt-purchase mining rigs at all-time high bubble prices in
'21 (GREE, CORZQ, ARBK, etc). Hanlon's Razor applies there (“never
attribute to malice that which is adequately explained by stupidity").
Horrendous management decisions indeed, which all but destroyed multiple
companies and wiped out billions in investor capital.
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@Tigerbond Point taken. I just wanted to point out that GREE management is
horrendous and yet no heads rolled. They are still going their merrily little way
like everything is rosy and yet heading straight off a cliff. Shame on them.

Like

Tigerbond Today, 11:42 AM

Comments (919)

@WD216 The CEO resigned, obviously deservedly so (though kept on for an
additional year as a consultant). I imagine he was most responsible for the
disastrous debt-lever decision, everyone else was likely just following orders.
No reason to axe across the board in that case. Meanwhile, it's absolutely
crucial for the company that they win the air permit appeal, so it's best that
they kept that part of the team intact.
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Tigerbond Today, 2:23 AM

Comments (919)

Good article Mike. I think this company is an M&A candidate if/when it manages to
resolve the air permit issue with its NY natgas plant. Cutoff from new debt, and dilution
allocated to survival, they seem to have no further ability at the moment to continue
growing their rig fleet. I wouldn't be surprised if GREE gets rolled into NYDIG at some
point, as the two companies are joined at the hip now, and the latter is on significantly
stronger financial footing.

Also not sure why their majority owner (PE fund Atlas) hasn't played a bigger part in
this attempted turnaround. They're the ones that should be buying up the bond here at
20 cents on the dollar. They could then exchange that for more equity, which would
really help clear up GREE's debt situation. As you point out, GREE's focus is on
reducing the remaining secured debt via further divestitures. If they're successful with
that, then that will strengthen the standing of the unsecured bond. Thus it makes all
the more sense to tackle both simultaneously now while the cost of the unsecured is
still so low, but for that they would need Atlas' help.

Going back to the topic of natgas power plants - DGHI bought their NY plant in a deal
which closed in Feb for $4.55M. I don't know the first thing about the valuation of
natgas power plants, but that price they paid seems absurdly low to me. That's less
than what GREE paid last year to install new fish screens at their plant. GREE has
likely spent in the range of $75-100M on their plant over the years (in 2020 they
claimed they invested over $65M into it, and they've spent a boatload on legal &
environmental costs since then).

DGHI's plant is 60 MW vs GREE's at 106 MW, but NYISO only permits 64 MW of
GREE's plant for mining (so on a mining MW basis, the plants are nearly identical). So
did DGHI find the deal of the century, or did GREE massively overpay for a
boondoggle (or both)? Any idea?
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Mike Fay Today, 7:56 AM

Investing Group Leader Premium Comments (372)

Analyst's Reply @Tigerbond great comment. I have no insight whatsoever on
that plant deal but that sounds like something worth looking into. Thanks for
pointing it out
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